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Electron spin relaxation due to small-angle motion: Theory
for the canonical orientations and application to hierarchic
cage dynamics in ionomers
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Analytical expressions for transverse electron spin relaxation induced by small angle motion were
derived for the first time within an anisotropic model for rotational diffusion by using an
approximation of the spin Hamiltonian and its variation during reorientation that is valid close to the
canonical orientations. The dependence of the decay of the stimulated echo on such motion was
studied by extensive Monte Carlo simulations and regimes were identified in which the time
constant of this decay is related to parameters of the anisotropic diffusion model by simple
equations. For testing these theoretical findings and obtaining insight into hierarchical cage
dynamics in soft matter, high-field electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! measurements were
performed at a frequency of 94 GHz where the canonical orientations for nitroxide spin labels are
well resolved. A combination of continuous wave EPR, saturation recovery measurements, and
measurements of the decay of primary and stimulated electron spin echoes was employed to cover
time scales from a few picoseconds up to several microseconds. Ionic spin probes attached by
electrostatic interactions to the surface of ionic clusters in ionomers were used as a model system in
which slow cage reorientation can be studied in the glass transition region of the polymer (0.64
,T/Tg,1.05). Three hierarchical reorientation processes of the spin probe were observed on
different time scales. The spin probe undergoes fast intramolecular libration on the time scale of a
few picoseconds, it experiences a local rearrangement of the cage on the time scale of hundreds of
nanoseconds and it performs cooperative reorientation coupled to the structural relaxation of the
glassy matrix over time scales comparable to or longer than several microseconds in the glass
transition region. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1623479#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular reorientation in disordered systems like am
phous polymers or low molecular mass glass formers oc
on different time scales as it is observed by nuclear magn
resonance~NMR!1 dielectric2–5 and mechanical6 relaxation,
and optical spectroscopy.7,8 On approaching the glass trans
tion, the large-scale motion becomes more and more
peded by the increasing structural constraints.9–12Molecules,
or subunits of macromolecules, are surrounded and trap
by rigid pockets, which are usually referred to as cages.
cage effect can be imaged in real space by optical vi
microscopy of glassy colloids.13 Molecular-dynamics studie
give insight into this localization process,14–19 which in-
volves both the translational and the rotational degrees

a!Electronic mail: dino.leporini@df.unipi.it
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freedom.20 The cage concept is rather intuitive and fruitful
that it may be incorporated in formal theoretical treatme
of the glassy dynamics, like the mode-coupling theory21 and
recent extensions to deal with polymer chains.22

Molecular motion in the presence of cages exhibits d
ferent time scales. The fast regime corresponds to the rat
of the trapped particle, the intermediate regime is due to
escape process of this particle, and the slowest regim
ascribed to the cage relaxation with its collective charac
Recording experimental data about all these regimes is
trivial and only indirect signatures are often presented.23

In the last several years several studies of the cage
namics by magnetic resonance spectroscopies w
reported.1,24–33

In particular, multidimensional NMR separates the info
mation about both the geometry and the time scales of
rotational motion of individual polymer groups and provid
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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11830 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Leporini et al.
evidence for memory effects of both aspects.1 The rotational
dynamics of guest molecules in clathrate hydrates was in
tigated by1H-NMR by varying both the cage geometries
the host lattice and the properties of the guest species.24

Two-dimensional field-step electron–electron dou
resonance~ELDOR! was used to investigate the reorientati
of trapped spin probes and spin labels in glas
polymers.25–28 The data analysis yielded libration angles
the cages of 2° – 10° and mean correlation times of a
nanoseconds. Information on both the geometry and the
scales was drawn. The cage motion of both paramagn
spin probes dissolved in low-molecular-weight liquids a
end-labeled polymeric liquid crystals was studied by elect
spin resonance~ESR! spectroscopy.29,30 Cages surrounding
the spin labels were found to relax more than two orders
magnitude slower than the local chain-end modes. The
entation relaxation of aligned optically active spin probes
glassy polymeric hosts was also investigated.32 The probe
molecules were found in stochastic fast angular motion in
anisotropic cage of the matrix with average angular displa
ment which has been estimated as 5° – 15°.

The remarkable orientation resolution of high-fie
pulsed ESR operating at 95 GHz34–36 provides a new,
complementary way to characterize such motion. A parti
larly simple situation is encountered at the canonical ori
tations, where one may expect to obtain simple relations
tween the parameters of an anisotropic diffusion model
the transverse relaxation time of the electron spins or
time constant for the decay of the stimulated echo. This
ables an approach which differs from previous ESR stud
in that the reorientation of the spin probes is investigated
analyzing for the same system in the same temperature r
the continuous-wave line shape, saturation-recovery, prim
and stimulated echoes to cover a wider dynamic range
relaxation times. A preliminary report has been publish
elsewhere.33 Notably, primary and stimulated echoes we
jointly analyzed before to investigate the optical dephas
of dyes due to the structural relaxation of the glassy hos7,8

As a model system to study cage motion over a w
range of time scales we employ ionic spin probes that
immobilized on the surface of ionic clusters in ionomers d
to electrostatic attachment.37,38 Such attachment was foun
to prevent wide-angle reorientation of the probes up to te
peratures that are 100 K higher than the glass transi
temperature.38 Yet, small angle motion at temperatures abo
the glass transition temperature is expected to depend
rearrangement of the cage surrounding the probe, whic
formed by the polymer chains that enter the ionic clus
This model system thus allows one to studyslow cage dy-
namics in a polymer.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the ba
ground on high-field pulsed ESR is presented. The theo
cal and numerical tools are discussed in Sec. III. The exp
mental details are given in Sec. IV. The results are discus
in Sec. V.

II. HIGH-FIELD ESR SPECTROSCOPY

In the system of interest here, the main broaden
mechanism of the ESR line shape is the coupling betw
Downloaded 26 Nov 2003 to 131.114.128.200. Redistribution subject to 
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the reorientation of the spin probe and the relaxation of
electron magnetization via the anisotropy of the Zeeman
the hyperfine magnetic interactions. When the molecule
tates, the coupling gives rise to fluctuating magnetic fie
acting on the spin system. The resulting phase shifts
transitions relax the magnetization and broaden
resonance.39

W-band ESR studies on the reorientation of spin pro
are carried out at a fixed frequency of about 94 GHz.
sweeping the static field, resonances are found at about 3
If the spin probes are effectively trapped, the wide-an
reorientation occurs on time scales which may exceed 50
so that the cw ESR line shape approaches the rigid-li
pattern. Figure 1 shows a simulation corresponding to
slow dynamical regime based on theory presen
elsewhere.40 In this slow dynamical regime the intensity o
the absorption line shape at eachB-field value stems from
the different resonating contributions due to the spin pro
with suitable orientations. The high resolution of the molec
lar orientations related to eachB value by using soft~selec-
tive! pulses is a unique feature of high-field ESR.34,35In fact,
if the spin probe undergoes slow reorientation, the ani
tropic Zeeman interaction at high magnetic fields cause
broad dispersion of resonance frequencies, e.g., for nit
ides about 20 mT atW band frequencies. This extension
the line shape widely exceeds the excitation band width

FIG. 1. Structure of theW-band ESR line shape of a nitroxide spin prob
undergoing very slow reorientation~simulation!. Magnetic parameters are
listed in Sec. IV. Top: the three hyperfine components. Bottom: the ove
absorption~thin line! and the derivative~bold line! line shapes. The spin
probe rotates by jumps of sizeu0560° with correlation time 46 ns.Bi , i
5x,y,z mark theB-field values for selecting spin probes with theirx,y,z
molecular axes parallel to the static magnetic field, see Fig. 2.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the microwave pulses~about 0.5 mT!, so that spin probes
with well-defined orientationsu0 , f0 are selected. As an
illustration, Fig. 2 shows the subensembles of the ove
orientation distribution which are excited by soft pulses if t
magnetic field is set atBi with i 5x,y,z ~see Fig. 1!. They
include molecules with theirX, Y, andZ molecular axis, i.e.,
the principal axes of theg and the hyperfine tensors, bein
aligned with the static magnetic field, respectively. The hig
field ESR allows one to characterize the reorientation pr
erties of these subensembles.

FIG. 2. The selection of orientation subensembles in aW-band experiment
for the excitation bandwidth of about 0.5 mT and field valuesBx ~top!, By

~middle!, andBz ~bottom!. The shaded areas are the orientations of the st
magnetic field with respect to the molecular frame of the excited s
probes, see Fig. 1.
Downloaded 26 Nov 2003 to 131.114.128.200. Redistribution subject to 
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To achieve the wide dynamic range which is needed
study the relaxation processes of disordered materials, in
dition to cw ESR we jointly used three pulsed experime
detecting the primary electron-spin echo~ESE!, the stimu-
lated echo~SE!, and the saturation recovery~SR!, see also
Ref. 36.

The primary ESE experiment is performed with the tw
pulse sequencep/22t2p2t. By increasing the spacingt,
the amplitude decay of the primary echoSESE(t) is detected.
It vanishes over a typical time scaleTESE @to be defined, e.g.
by the time integral ofSESE(t)/SESE(0)]. For small concen-
tration and hence negligible instantaneous diffusion as in
present study, the time constant of the exponential decay
be identified with the transverse relaxation time,TESE5T2 .
The SE experiment is based on the three-pulse sequ
p/22t2p/22Tm2p/22t.36 The period between the sec
ond and the third pulse is usually referred to as the mix
period. It follows the evolution period and precedes the
tection period. With increasing mixing-timeTm , the ampli-
tude of the stimulated echo,SSE8 (Tm), decreases. This deca
is limited by the longitudinal relaxation of the magnetizatio
which may be corrected for. The decay components rem
ing after correction are related to changes in the resona
frequency during timeTm . To the slow component of this
corrected decaySSE(Tm) we assign the decay timeTSE.

In Sec. V we shall show that the relaxation times of ES
and SE can be rather different, e.g.,TSE'70T2 , although
both decays are governed by reorientation processes o
spin probe leading to random changes of the resonance
quency~spectral diffusion!.

In the ESE experiment two pulses are spaced by a v
able temporal intervalt and transverse magnetization
probed. Its dephasing is highly sensitive to reorientat
times comparable tot>TESE. Faster reorientations averag
out the dephasing, leading to so-called ‘‘motional narro
ing’’ and longer TESE. Slower reorientations are seen
static inhomogeneous broadening to be rephased by the
ond pulse thus leading to no decay.

The SE experiment may be seen as an extension of
ESE experiment where the second pulse is split in two eq
ones to be spaced by the temporal intervalTm , in which
information about the spin state is stored as longitudi
magnetization. Then, in addition to the short-time scalet, a
second time scale is probed which is usually at least
order of magnitude longer. The upper limit is set by t
spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 . Like in the ESE experimen
the measured decay rate of the magnetization arises ma
from reorientation times that fall in a certain range. The i
portant difference is that now the range is given by (t,Tm)
>(t,TSE) instead of being aroundt as in the ESE experi-
ment. SinceTm may be made as long asT1 , the SE experi-
ment is sensitive to slower fluctuations.

In both experiments it is also important to consider th
the dynamical processes which are faster than the p
lengthtp are not detected since they do not lead to any e
formation. Then, the actual lower limit of the accessible d
namic range is the longest time betweent and tp .

In addition to the above-discussed ESE and SE exp
ments, the spin-lattice relaxation was studied by a saturat

ic
n
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recovery experiment~SR! by employing a long saturating
pulse with two-pulse spin-echo detection.41–45 The recovery
signal is well fitted by a single exponential with decay tim
T1 . This timeT1 is sensitive to the fast dynamics occurrin
with rates close to the electron Larmor frequencyn0

594 GHz and thus probes much shorter time scales t
ESE and SE ones.

In Sec. III we outline the theoretical and numerical too
that we developed to analyze the ESE and SE decays.

III. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL TOOLS

A. ESE spectroscopy

Schwartzet al. developed a general theory of electro
spin echoes whose numerical results evidenced a square
dependence of the transverse relaxation time on the diffu
coefficients in the slow-motion regime.46

A number of ESR studies pointed out, however, that
angles spanned during the short-time reorientation of
spin probes/labels in the cage are small. Several ELD
studies set the range 2° – 10°.25–28An ESR study estimated
5° – 15°.32

In fact, the small-angle assumption proved to be eno
to recover the result by Schwartzet al. It underlies the theory
by Baram for systems with spinS51/2 in the secular
approximation,47 which was extended by Kivelson and Lee48

to the case of hyperfine interaction to deal with the spe
case of the parallel edge, i.e.,u050. All these authors as
sumed isotropic diffusion.

The results by Baram, Kivelson and Lee may be gen
alized to treat anisotropic diffusion analytically, i.e., witho
resorting to sophisticated general numerical approache46

Moreover, one notices that close to the canonical orientat
of the g and hyperfine tensor (Bi , i 5x,y,z, see Figs. 1 and
2! the changes in the spin Hamiltonian are small for su
small-amplitude motion and, in addition, pseudosecular c
tributions can be neglected. Thus, the extrema and sa
points of the resonance spectrum can be considered in a
plified treatment in the framework of the anisotropic diff
sion model and analytical expressions of the relaxation tim
TESE i5T2 i , i 5x,y,z can be obtained. The experiment
evidence ensuring the consistency of the approach in
present case will be presented in Sec. V C.

Such a model based on small-angle jumps predicts
agreement with experiment, that the transverse relaxa
time is anisotropic, namely it depends on the initial selec
orientationu0 , f0 , T25T2(u0 ,f0). In contrast, if the reori-
entation of the spin probe proceeds by large-angle jum
with average rate 1/t, one expects small anisotropy, i.e.,

T2 i't, i 5x,y,z. ~1!

In this large-angle regime,T2 is of the same order of mag
nitude as the rotational correlation time't. Instead, in the
presence of small-angle jumps,T2 may be much shorter tha
the rotational correlation time. This is the regime of inter
here.

For a detailed model, we consider molecules with
singleS51/2 electron spin and hyperfine interaction with
nucleus having spinI and magnetic quantum numberM . The
Downloaded 26 Nov 2003 to 131.114.128.200. Redistribution subject to 
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g tensor and the hyperfine tensors are assumed to be d
nal in the same molecular frame with componentsgi andAi ,
i 5x,y,z, respectively, a situation resembling that in sp
labels.49,50The theory could be easily generalized to the ca
of noncoincident principal axes frames of the two tensors
separately considering the transitions that correspond to
ferent magnetic quantum numbersM of the nuclear spin,
since for each value ofM , the orientation dependence of th
electron spin transition frequency is described by a sum
sor that quantifies thelocal field at the electron spin. Here
we let u andf be the polar and the azimutal angles speci
ing the direction of the fieldB in the common principal axis
frame of theg and hyperfine tensor. The form of the Ham
tonianH is48,51

H5g~u,f!mBBSz81K~u,f!SZ8I Z9 , ~2!

wheremB is the Bohr magneton and

g~u,f!5A~gx
2 cos2 f1gy

2 sin2 f!sin2 u1gz
2 cos2 u, ~3!

K~u,f!

5A~gx
2Ax

2 cos2 f1gy
2Ay

2 sin2 f!sin2 u1gz
2Az

2 cos2 u/

g~u,f!. ~4!

The Hamiltonian in Eq.~2! is exact to within second-orde
terms of orderK2/gmBB which are negligible in theW-band
high-field experiment. The electron and the nuclear spins
quantized along axesZ8 andZ9, respectively. In general, the
axes do not coincide with the direction of the static magne
field defining theZ axis of the laboratory frame (X,Y,Z) and
depend on the orientation of the spin probe.51 The above-
noted Hamiltonian follows from the exact diagonalization
the original form written in the laboratory frame includin
the secular (SZ ,SZI Z), the pseudosecular (SZ ,SZI X,Y), and
the nonsecularSX,Y terms. If very slow reorientation pro
cesses are considered, the nonsecular terms may be dro
This setsZ85Z. We will also setZ95Z. This follows since
we evaluate the relaxation following the selective excitat
at the canonical orientationsBi , i 5x,y,z where the resonat
ing spin probes are oriented with one of their principal ax
parallel to B ~see Figs. 1 and 2!. In this configuration the
axesZ9 andZ coincide.51 It will be shown later that, during
the relaxation timesT2 andTSE, the spin probes span onl
small angular ranges ensuring that the equalityZ95Z fairly
holds in the whole time window of interest. In fact, it may b
shown that lettingZ95Z corresponds to partial neglect o
the pseudosecular terms. The approximation works nic
even in the less favorableX-band case if excitation is selec
tive at Bi , i 5x,y,z.48 On this basis we rewrite the Hamil
tonian Eq.~2! as

H5 (
M52I

I

vM~u,f!PMSZ . ~5!

PM is the projector on theI -spin subspace with magneti
quantum numberM in the laboratory frame and

vM~u,f!5g~u,f!mBB1K~u,f!M . ~6!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The density matrix describing the spin system after the fi
excitation pulse is written as

r5 (
M52I

I

rM~V,t !PMS1 , ~7!

where S1 is the rising operator in the laboratory fram
rM(V,t) depends on the orientationV at time t and fullfills
the stochastic Liouville equation52

d

dt
rM~V,t !5~2 ivM~V!1G!rM~V,t !. ~8!

The operatorG describes the reorientation process a
reads52

G52@D'L21~D i2D'!Lz
2#. ~9!

L2 and Lz are the modulus and thez axis projection of the
angular momentum, respectively.D i andD' are the compo-
nents of the diffusion tensor for the small-angle motion.

To derive the analytical expressions ofT2(u0 ,f0), Eq.
~8! will be solved with the initial conditionsu(0)5u0 and
f(0)5f0 . The underlying assumption is that all the spi
excited by the firstp/2 pulse of the ESE sequence are re
cused by the second one. In principle, part of the initia
excited magnetization could be lost due to the spectral di
sion and the small excitation bandwidth of the second pu
Our choice of exciting atBx,y,z , however, corresponds to th
extrema or the saddle points of the resonance frequen
vM(u,f) of theM hyperfine components where the spect
diffusion is at a minimum~Fig. 1!. Indeed, it will be shown
in Sec. V C that magnetization loss at these orientation
negligible.

For brevity, the dependence onM will be dropped
henceforth. Furthermore,vM(u,f) will be denoted as
vx(u05p/2,f050), vy(u05p/2,f05p/2), and vz(u0

50). With no loss of generality, we may assign the tw
extrema atvy , vz and the saddle point tovx , respectively,
i.e., uvy2v0u,uvx2v0u,uvz2v0u.

Owing to the small angular range spanned duringT2 ,
the resonance frequencies are shifted only by small amo
between the first and the second pulse. The offsets with
spect tov i i 5x,y,z are then expressed as

dvx52
hx23

2
f 0 xdu22hxf 0 xdf2, ~10!

dvy5
hy13

2
f 0 ydu21hyf 0 ydf2, ~11!

dvz5
hz cos 2f23

2
f 0 zdu2, ~12!

where du5u2u0 and df5f2f0 . The explicit expres-
sions of h i and f 0 i are listed in Appendix A. Ifhx5hy

5hz5h and f 0 x5 f 0 x5 f 0 x5 f 0 , Eqs.~10!–~12! correspond
to the ones of a fictitiousS51/2 spin in the presence of
secular Zeeman interaction with asymmetry parameterh and
strengthf 0 .47

We are now in a position to derive the expressions of
transverse relaxation timesT2 i after the excitation atBi , i
5x,y,z by solving Eq.~8!. The equation may be recast in th
Downloaded 26 Nov 2003 to 131.114.128.200. Redistribution subject to 
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form of the Schro¨dinger equation of the harmonic oscillato
as was noted by Baram for the simple case of a system
S51/2 in the secular approximation.47 In Appendix B it is
extended to the present case. This provides the follow
expressions:

T2 x
21 5

Af 0 x

2
$A~32hx!D'1A2hxD i%, ~13!

T2 y
21 5

Af 0 y

2
$A~31hy!D'1A2hyD i%, ~14!

T2 z
21 5

Af 0 z

2
$A32hz1A31hz%AD'. ~15!

We stress again that the above-presented model can on
applied if the angular range spanned duringT2 is small, i.e.,

DT2!1. ~16!

DT2 is the largest product to be obtained by combining
diffusion coefficientsD i and D' with the transverse relax
ation timesT2 x , T2 y , andT2 z . The above-noted inequality
states that the rotational correlation time is much lon
thanT2 .

B. SE spectroscopy

Mims and co-workers investigated how the stimulat
echo is affected by spectral diffusion, but the case when
latter is due to the molecular reorientation was n
addressed.53–55 Poor attention has been paid to that issue
ESR spectroscopy. In fact, in spite of large efforts in mu
dimensional solid-state NMR to clarify the influence of th
molecular reorientation on SE1 ~see also Refs. 56 and 57 fo
related 1D-NMR studies!, we are not aware of similar inves
tigations for the ESR case. Extending the NMR analysis
ESR spectroscopy is not straightforward due to the rat
different excitation bandwidths and the one-dimensio
character of the ESR-SE spectroscopy.

As the mixing timeTm can be much longer thanT2 , the
SE decay can take place on a time scale which is more
one order of magnitude longer than the ESE time scale.
evaluate this decay according to a Monte Carlo scheme
der fairly general assumptions.

Here we focus on the role played by the spectral dif
sion in the mixing period and neglect, as usual, any rela
effect during the evolution and the detection periods wh
are more than one order of magnitude shorter.53–55 In this
case the longitudinal magnetization after the second p
exhibits a grated pattern if it is plotted in terms of the offs
between the microwavev and the Larmor angular frequen
cies,Dv5v02v.53,54The relevant terms contributing to th
SE echo are proportional to cos(Dvt) and sin(Dvt) and will
be referred to asG8(Dv) ~see Fig. 3!. The width of the
pattern is set by the excitation bandwidth of the puls
which is much smaller than the inhomogeneous total wi
of the broadened ESR line. The periodicity of the pattern
approximately given by 2p/t1tp , with tp being the pulse
length.55 If the excitation bandwith is much larger than th
inhomogeneous linewidth the periodicity is 2p/t.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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During the mixing period, spectral diffusion changes t
resonance frequencies of the excited spin packets, thus
ring the grated pattern. At the end of the mixing period it h
the new shapeG8(Dv,Tm) (G8(Dv,0)[G8(Dv)). The
third pulse rephases the spin packets and at the end o
detection period the stimulated echo is formed. If spec
diffusion in the detection period is negligible, the stimulat
echo may be expressed as

SSE~Tm!5 K E dDvG8~Dv,Tm!G9~Dv!L . ~17!

G9(Dv) accounts for the rephasing after the third pulse
may be expressed in analytic form and is very similar
G8(Dv). The integral collects the contributions of all th
spin packets and the angular brackets denote a suitable
age over all the random reorientation paths during the mix
period.

Equation~17! is interesting in that it expresses the S
signal as the cross-correlation function ofG8 andG9. It is a
general expression provided that the spectral diffusion in
evolution and the detection periods can be neglected. In
ticular, in the limit of large excitation bandwidthG8(x)
5G9(x)5cos(x) and well-known results from NMR are
recovered.1

Thus, Eq.~17! extends Mims’ derivation of the SE deca
in the limit of large excitation bandwidth and negligib
spectral diffusion during the evolution and the detect
periods.54,55 We note that

G8~Dv,Tm!5E dDv iKD~Dv2Dv i ,Tm!G8~Dv i !.

~18!

In Mims’ notationKD is the diffusion kernel describing th
spectral diffusion of one spin packet from the initial res
nance frequencyDv i to Dv. In the limit of large excitation
bandwidth Eq.~17! recovers Mims’ result thatSSE(Tm) is the
cosine Fourier transform ofKD(v,Tm).54,55

The calculation ofSSE(Tm) by Eq. ~17! has been carried
out by numerical methods. To this aim a suitable model
the spectral diffusion by molecular reorientation is need

FIG. 3. The grated patternG8 in the SE experiment. The length of th
pulses istp5100 ns,t53tp . The Rabi frequencyv158.7 rad MHz. See
the text for details.
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The time evolution of two angles is of interest, namely t
evolution of the second and third Euler angles,u and f,
which together with the first one~of no relevance in isotropic
hosts! describe the rotation from the laboratory axis (Z axis
along with the static magnetic field! to the molecular axis.58

We assume thatu andf undergo random jumps. To limit the
adjustable parameters, the dynamics ofu is taken to be inde-
pendent off, i.e., the reorientation is cylindrically symme
ric around thez molecular axis. The distribution of the jum
sizes is flat with zero average and root mean squared va
Du and Df. Alternative distributions, e.g., one single jum
size, resulted in slightly worse fits of our experimental da
with equal number of adjustable parameters. We assu
Poisson statistics for the distribution of the waiting tim
between jumps, i.e., an exponential distribution with me
waiting timestu andtf .59 At long times,u andf are Gauss-
ian variables with rotational diffusion coefficientsD' and
D i , respectively,

D i5
Df2

2tf
, ~19!

D'5
Du2

4tu
. ~20!

If the jump size is sufficiently small the above-noted mod
reduces to the rotational diffusion model andD i andD' set
the rotational correlation times.60 Larger jumps cause corre
lation loss before the onset of the diffusive regime.

The above-mentioned dynamics leads to the spectral
fusion via Eq.~6! and was used to evaluateSSE(Tm) via Eq.
~17! by Monte Carlo~MC! methods. For typical excitation
bandwidth, pulse length andt spacing of the SE experimen
at W-band frequencies as well as standard magnetic par
eters of nitroxides the decay is virtually exponential w
decay timeTSE, yet anisotropic. Figure 4 shows typical re
sults for the SE decays atBi with i 5x,y,z, the related decay
times will be denoted to asTSE i , i 5x,y,z. Extensive results
about them are listed in Table I to illustrate the general f
tures of the model.

If the decay is caused byu fluctuations only~entries 1–4
of Table I!, the anisotropy is weak and the MC results a
well approximated by

T̃SE i uDf505tu , i 5x,y,z. ~21!

Equation~21! means that, even a single, smallu jump
cancels the correlation between the grating functio
G8(Dv,Tm) andG9(Dv) @Eq. ~17!#. The decay is just pro-
portional to the distribution of the waiting times, before
new u jump takes place,cu(t). If the decay is caused byf
fluctuations only~entries 5–8 of Table I!, for largeDf values
the MC results are well approximated by

T̃SE i uDu505tf , i 5x,y,z. ~22!

In this limit the SE decay yields the waiting-time distributio
before a new jump off takes place,cf(t). For smallerDf,
TSE x,y are still well fitted by Eq.~22! and the SE decays a
Bx andBy still correspond tocf(t). However, the anisotropy
of the relaxation times is much larger and Eq.~22! fails for
TSE z . This is understood by inspecting the dependence
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the resonance magnetic field onu and f, vM(u,f)/g @Eq.
~6!#. Around Bz , small changes in thef angle do not dis-
place the resonance field appreciably and then a diffusivf
dynamics does not contribute to the decay. It is worth not
that the analogous effect does not occur for theu angle.

The general caseDu, DfÞ0 is also presented in Table
~entries 9–21!. Several regimes are covered:

~i! small Df values~entries 9–11!,

FIG. 4. Typical decays of the stimulated echoSSE(Tm) excited atBx , By ,
andBz ~Monte Carlo simulation!. Du534.4°, Df52.9°, tu /tf52. Pulse-
sequence parameters as in Fig. 3. Magnetic parameters are listed in Se
Downloaded 26 Nov 2003 to 131.114.128.200. Redistribution subject to 
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~ii ! intermediateDf values,Du/Df,1 and arbitrary ra-
tio tu /tf ~entries 12–14!,

~iii ! intermediateDf values, arbitrary ratioDu/Df and
tu /tf.1 ~entries 14–17!,

~iv! largeDf values~entries 19–21!,
~v! tu,tf ~entries 12 and 18!.

For use in easy and approximate data analysis, the
results, which were obtained without making any spec
assumptions on the relation between the dynamic proc
and the relaxation times, are compared with the followi
approximation:

1

T̃SE i

5
1

TSE i
U

Du50

1
1

tu

, i 5x,y,z. ~23!

Equation~23! is a guess motivated by the independen
of u andf dynamics and the above-presented discussion
the MC results. It works effectively in the range of interest.
simplified version of Eq.~23! is achieved by approximating
the TSE i by Eq. ~22!:

1

T̃SE i

5
1

tf

1
1

tu

, i 5x,y,z. ~24!

The above-given expression is expected to account
dynamical regimes with small anisotropy of the relaxati
times. In the case of stronger anisotropy~small Df values!
TSE zuDu50@tu and, sinceTSE x,yuDu50'tf , Eq. ~23! ap-
proaches the limiting form

1

T̃SE x,y

5
1

tf

1
1

tu

,

. IV.
~25!
TABLE I. Monte Carlo results onTSE i , i 5x,y,z. The columnsT̃SE i are the corresponding approximations as given by Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~23!. Magnetic
parameters as listed in Sec. IV. Excitation bandwidth, pulse length, andt spacing as in Fig. 3. Any time is in units of Monte Carlo steps.

Df~deg! Du~deg! tf tu TSE x TSE y TSE z T̃SE x T̃SE y T̃SE z
Equation

1 0 2.9 ¯ 10 10.8 9.97 9.64 10 10 10 ~21!
2 0 5.7 ¯ 10 9.9 9.8 9.7 10 10 10 ~21!
3 0 11.5 ¯ 10 9.8 9.7 9.7 10 10 10 ~21!
4 0 34.4 ¯ 10 9.7 9.8 9.7 10 10 10 ~21!
5 2.9 0 10 ¯ 9.51 11.5 99.8 10 10 10 ~22!
6 6.9 0 10 ¯ 9.1 9.9 23.7 10 10 10 ~22!
7 11.5 0 10 ¯ 9.4 10 13.7 10 10 10 ~22!
8 34.4 0 10 ¯ 9.4 9.7 11.6 10 10 10 ~22!

9 2.9 34.4 10 10 4.75 5.0 8.70 4.87 5.34 9.08 ~23!
10 2.9 34.4 10 20 6.60 7.20 16.4 6.44 7.30 16.6 ~23!
11 2.9 34.4 10 40 7.61 8.98 28.5 7.68 8.93 28.5 ~23!
12 6.9 2.9 10 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.14 2.0 2.0 2.26 ~23!
13 6.9 2.9 10 5 3.7 3.1 3.79 3.2 3.3 4.1 ~23!
14 6.9 2.9 10 20 6.25 6.62 10.72 6.25 6.62 10.8 ~23!
15 6.9 22.9 10 20 6.10 6.45 10.65 6.25 6.62 10.8 ~23!
16 6.9 34.4 10 20 6.11 6.53 10.67 6.25 6.62 10.8 ~23!
17 6.9 90 10 20 6.10 6.49 10.87 6.25 6.62 10.8 ~23!
18 6.9 90 10 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.20 1.96 1.99 2.26 ~23!
19 11.5 34.4 10 20 6.30 6.45 7.72 6.39 6.66 8.12 ~23!
20 34.4 34.4 10 20 6.32 6.41 6.92 6.37 6.53 7.34 ~23!
21 90 34.4 10 20 6.32 6.40 6.71 6.37 6.50 6.95 ~23!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Comparison between selected Monte Carlo results onTSE i , i 5x,y,z from Table I and the corresponding approximationsT̃SE i as given by Eqs.
~24! and ~25!.

Df~deg! Du~deg! tf tu TSE x TSE y TSE z T̃SE x T̃SE y T̃SE z
Equation

1 2.9 34.4 10 10 4.75 5.0 8.70
5 5 5 ~24!
5 5 10 ~25!

2 2.9 34.4 10 20 6.60 7.20 16.4
6.67 6.67 6.67 ~24!
6.67 6.67 20 ~25!

3 2.9 34.4 10 40 7.61 8.98 28.5
8.0 8.0 8.0 ~24!
8.0 8.0 40 ~25!

4 6.9 2.9 10 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.14
2.0 2.0 2.0 ~24!
2.0 2.0 2.5 ~25!

5 6.9 2.9 10 5 3.7 3.1 3.79
3.3 3.3 3.3 ~24!
3.3 3.3 5.0 ~25!

6 6.9 2.9 10 20 6.25 6.62 10.72
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

7 6.9 22.9 10 20 6.10 6.45 10.65
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

8 6.9 34.4 10 20 6.11 6.53 10.67
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

9 6.9 90 10 20 6.10 6.49 10.87
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

10 6.9 90 10 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.20
2 2 2 ~24!
2 2 2.5 ~25!

11 11.5 34.4 10 20 6.30 6.45 7.72
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

12 34.4 34.4 10 20 6.32 6.41 6.92
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!

13 90 34.4 10 20 6.32 6.40 6.71
6.7 6.7 6.7 ~24!
6.7 6.7 20.0 ~25!
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Table II compares Eqs.~24! and ~25! with the relevant
MC results from Table I. It is seen that they provide rath
good approximations forTSE x,y and upper and lower bound
to TSE z .

The above-noted model of the SE decay predicts
anisotropy of the relaxation times if the reorientation arou
the z molecular axis is diffusive and is faster than the reo
entation of the axis itself. One assumption of the mode
that the correlations betweenu andf jumps are neglected. I
the correlations were not negligible,u andf should change
on similar time scales. This enhances the influence ofu on
the SE decay and, consequently, reduces the anisotrop
the decay times, as may be anticipated by Eq.~23!.

IV. EXPERIMENT

End-capped poly~isoprene! homopolymer~PI-S10! was
prepared by anionic polymerization and subsequent introd
tion of the ionic end groups as described elsewhere.37,38The
molecular characteristics of the end-functionalized poly~iso-
prene! ionomer, denoted as PI-S10, are listed in Table
together with the glass-transition temperature. The schem
representation of PI-S10 is shown in Fig. 5 emphasizing
mesoscopic structure. The sulfonate ionic parts segregate
form nanoscale clusters~multiplets! whose dynamics is se
verely limited by the poly~isoprene! chains.61,62 The sample
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characterization has been described elsewhere.37 In particu-
lar, the studies proved that the multiplet size in PI-S10
about 1.9 nm.63

The free radicals used as spin probes were neu
TEMPO and the potassium salt of 4-carboxy-TEMP
~K-TEMPO, Fig. 5!. TEMPO was purchased from Aldrich
The spin probe 4-carboxy-TEMPO~Aldrich! was converted
to its potassium salt~K-TEMPO! by titration with 0.1 mM
methanolic KOH. Both radicals have one unpaired elect
spinS51/2 subject to hyperfine interaction with the nitroge
nucleus with spinI 51. The samples for ESR studies we
prepared by solvent casting: 100 mg of the polymer w
dissolved in 10 mL of toluene and mixed with the calculat
amount of 0.05% methanolic spin probe solution such t
the ratio of spin probes per ionic chain ends was 2/15. T
ensures the presence of two spin probes per each ionic
ter on average.63 To favor the mixing of K-TEMPO and
ionomers, 50mL of ethanol was added. After film castin
and solvent evaporation the samples were dried and anne
under vacuum at 60 °C for about 6 h, before being tra
ferred to the ESR tube. The magnetic parameters

TABLE III. Molecular characteristics and glass-transition temperature of
PI-S10 ionomer.

Mn ~kg/mol! 10
Mw /Mn 1.07

1,4-PI ~mol %! 19
Tg(PI) ~K! 281
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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K-TEMPO were measured at low temperature by fitting
ESR line shape. The best fit values aregx52.0095, gy

52.0064, gz52.0021, Ax518.5 MHz, Ay518.5 MHz, Az

595 MHz. Both cw and pulsed ESR experiments were c
ried out on a Bruker E680 spectrometer working at 94 G
(W band! with the Bruker Teraflex probehead. The length
a p/2 pulse is about 180 ns. The pump pulse of the
experiment was 40ms long. Longer pulses did not chang
the SR signal proving that the relaxation components du
the spectral diffusion andT1n processes were effectively sup
pressed. In fact, in the slow-motion regimeT1n is at least one
order of magnitude shorter thanT1 .42,64 A double-
exponential fit of the SR signal was used to eliminate
decay due to the longitudinal spin-relaxation from the
signal. The pulse sequences for ESE, SE, and SR ex
ments were suitably phase-cycled to remove spurious
cays. Variable-temperature measurements with liquid ni
gen cooling were performed using an Oxford CF935 cryo
and ITC502 temperature control unit.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we present the characterization of the reorienta
of the spin probes in PI-S10. As noted earlier, both cw a
pulsed techniques were used to achieve a wide dyna
range.

A. Continuous-wave ESR: Spin-probe location

The first characterization of the reorientation process
the spin probes was provided by cw ESR. The line shape
TEMPO and K-TEMPO in PI-S10 atTg114 K ~295 K! are
shown in Fig. 6. The TEMPO line shape exhibits mark
motional narrowing which indicates large-angle, fast reori
tation. Numerical simulation of the line shape carried out
the theory presented in Ref. 40 yields a rotational correla

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the investigated ionomer~a! and the
chemical structures of the spin probes~b!. Note the segregation into cluster
~multiplets! of the ionic part of the polymeric chain and the counterions. T
principal magnetic frame of the spin probes is also shown. Thex axis is
parallel to the N–O bond, thez axis is parallel to the nitrogen and oxyge
2p orbitals containing the unpaired electron, and they axis is perpendicular
to the paper plane.
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time t'2 ns. On the other hand, the K-TEMPO line sha
exhibits the rigid-limit pattern atTg114 K. This feature ex-
tends over a wide temperature range fromTg2101 K, the
lowest temperature studied, up toTg140 K ~Fig. 7! and sets
boundaries on the motion of K-TEMPO. Large-angle reo
entation, if any, occurs with correlation timet@50 ns ~see
Fig. 1!. Faster reorientation may occur but must then be
stricted to a limited angular range as no appreciable motio
narrowing is manifest in the line shape. A rough estimate
the size is given by the broadening of the edges atBx andBz

~see Fig. 1!.48 At 295 K these are about 0.2 and 0.4 m
respectively, leading to the result that the changes of thf
andu angles cannot have sizes larger thanf0>u0>10°.

At Tg140 K the structural relaxation time of PI-S10
ta'1 ms, as estimated by the ‘‘universal’’ Williams–
Landel–Ferry~WLF! law for linear amorphous polymers.65

This evidences the higher decoupling between TEMPO
the polymer structural relaxation with respect to K-TEMP
Due to the similar molecular shape and size of the s
probes, the immobilization of K-TEMPO is ascribed to th
effective attachment to the ionic clusters of the ionomers
was concluded by earlier cw ESR studies atX band ~9.4

FIG. 6. cw ESR line shapes of TEMPO and K-TEMPO in PI-S10 at 295
Note the extensive motional narrowing of the TEMPO line shape.

FIG. 7. cw ESR line shape of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 at 180 and 321 K.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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GHz! on K-TEMPO in PI-S10.38 In particular, they investi-
gated the so-calledT50G , the temperature where the sp
probe has correlation timet'10 ns.66 For K-TEMPO in PI-
S10T50G5Tg1100 K was found, whereta'1 ns according
to the universal WLF law. This is consistent with our obs
vation that the slow reorientation of K-TEMPO atTg

140 K yields a negligible motional narrowing of th
W-band line shape.

B. Saturation recovery: Local vibrations, librations,
and the cage opening

Figure 8 shows typical decay curves,SSR(t), describing
the recovery of the longitudinal magnetization to the equil
rium value, i.e.,Mz(t)}Mz`2SSR(t). Here,t is the waiting
time between the long saturating pulse and the two-pu
spin-echo detection. The decays are almost exponential
decay timesT1 . Notice the virtual coincidence ofSSR x and
SSR y .

The spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 is set by processe
allowing for transitions between the two electron spin sta
For organic free radicals dissolved in solid and glassy ho
different contributions were identified.67 Studies atS, X, and
W bands of nitroxides were recently reported.43–45Above the
Debye temperature ('50– 100 K) it was found that the spin
lattice relaxation time is set by two processes: an activa
process, being assigned to the nitroxyl ring methyl gro
rotation, and a second-order Raman process.51 The latter
dominates atW band and is responsible for the temperatu
dependenceT1}T22. The role of intramolecular vibration
in causing the anisotropy ofT1 was anticipated also by EL
DOR studies.28

As shown in Fig. 9 the spin-lattice relaxation time
K-TEMPO exhibits a temperature dependence which is c
sistent with a square law up toTg . However, the investigated
range is too limited to assess the temperature depend
unambiguously. The spin-lattice relaxation is anisotropic

FIG. 8. The decay of the SR signal of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 atBx , By , and
Bz , T5180 K. Timet is the waiting time between the long saturating pu
and the two-pulse spin-echo detection.
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exhibits clear uniaxial features with a ratioT1 z /T1 x,y about
2.5 ~Figs. 8 and 9! in agreement with previous studies o
nitroxides-doped single-crystals.43,45

In fact, both the magnitude and the temperature dep
dence ofT1 of K-TEMPO parallel the ones of TEMPOL in
organic single crystals.43,45 T1 x of K-TEMPO is 27 and 12
ms at 180 and 260 K, respectively, whereas at the same
peraturesT1 of TEMPOL in an organic single crystal is 3
and 18ms in the perpendicular region of the ESR spectrum45

This supports the conclusion of Refs. 43 and 45 that
molecular vibrations relaxing the longitudinal magnetizati
of the radical via the Raman process have local characte
solid hosts.

The description of the localized vibrations in terms
harmonic modes leads to a temperature dependenceT1

}T22 at high temperatures irrespective of the details of
spin-vibration coupling.68 The localized modes are believe
to couple to the spin system via the spin–orbit coupli
modulating theg anisotropy.43 Further consideration of both
the anisotropy in the vibrations of the C2NO unit of the
nitroxide moiety and the impact of the vibrations on theg
values provided arguments to quantify the ratioT1 z /T1 x,y .43

Figure 9 shows that the low-temperature regime exte
up to Tg114 K for T1 x,y but T1 z deviates due to a large
decrease. K-TEMPO exhibits the same behavior in ot
ionomers, too.69

At temperatures higher than the glass transition temp
ture Tg , the cage surrounding the spin probe softens a
large-scale cooperative motions unfreeze. The increased
volume is expected to enhance the amplitude and, poss
to change the rate of the small-angle librations of K-TEMP

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation ti
measured atBx , By , andBz ~top! and their ratio~bottom!. The dotted lines
are the best-fit results according to a squared-temperature dependence
the change of regime aboveTg for T1 z but not forT1 x,y .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the cage in close analogy with the behavior of local rel
ation of polymeric and low-molar mass glasses.70 This opens
up a further path for spin-lattice relaxation. Let us estim
the contribution to 1/T1 . At W-band frequencies the Zeema
interaction is the most important interaction due to the la
modulation of its anisotropy during the reorientation proce
The related expression reads:71

1

T1
lib 5g(2,0)2J1,0~v0!12* g(2,2)2J1,2~v0!, ~26!

where g(2,0)5A2/3@gz2(gx1gy)/2#mBB, g(2,2)5(gx

2gy)mBB/2 are suitable tensor spherical components58 and
Jm,n(v0) is the spectral density evaluated at the electron L
mor angular frequencyv0 ,

Jl ,m~v!5
1

2 E2`

2`

^Dl ,m
2 ~0!Dl ,m

2 * ~ t !&exp~2 ivt !dt, ~27!

whereDl ,m
2 (t) is a Wigner matrix describing the rotation t

move the molecular frame at timet to the laboratory one.58

Several models of the confined rotational motions ha
been studied.72–76 Here we adopt the picture discussed
Szabo.77 He assumes that the molecule rotates around an
with diffusion coefficientD i

lib and that in turn the latter is
wobbling with diffusion coefficientD'

lib in a cone of maxi-
mum polar angleu0 . D i

lib and D'
lib have expressions bein

identical to the ones of the usual diffusion model@Eqs.~19!
and~20! in the limit of smallt values#, i.e., the effect of the
confinement does not appear explicitly. Differently, on d
creasingu0 , the rotational correlation times shorten. Due
the weak dependence onD i

lib and to limit the number of
adjustable parameters, henceforth the above-mentio
model will be considered in the limitD i

lib50.
The total spin-lattice relaxation due to both the Ram

and the libration processes time reads

1

T1 i
5

1

T1 i
Raman1

1

T1 i
lib , i 5x,y,z. ~28!

T1 i
Raman is the extrapolation of the low-temperature depe

dence ofT1 i at the temperature of interest.T1 i
lib is calculated

by Eq.~26! by taking thei th axis as the cone axis. The mod
parameters are assumed to be independent of thei th axis.
This leaves us with two adjustable parameters, the c
angleu0 andD'

lib .
The model is fitted to the spin-lattice relaxation times

K-TEMPO in PI-S10 at T5295 K.Tg . The best-fit values
cover a finite range. Table IV presents some selected re
in the range 8.7°,u0,20°. If u0,8.7° the amplitude of the
libration is too small to relax effectively the longitudina
magnetization andT1'T1

Raman. If u0.20°, the reorientation
process would lead to appreciable motional averaging of
cw ESR line shape. This was not observed. In fact, our
sults from cw ESR set an upper limit foru0 which is about
10° ~Sec. V A!. The two best-fit values per each cone an
u0 are related to theT1 minimum whenv0t'1, t being the
correlation time of the fluctuations. Whenu058.7° the two
values coincide. At this stage we are unable to rule out on
the two solutions which are both listed in Table IV.
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Previous ELDOR studies of the reorientation of the sp
probe TEMPONE in glassy polymers, i.e., below their gla
transition, proved the presence of a fast libration motion
amplitudea154° and correlation timet'10 ps.25–28 The
larger amplitudes listed in Table IV are consistent with the
results since they refer to a temperature aboveTg where the
cage is expected to open up.

Our results from SR compare well with studies o
aligned optically active spin probes in glassy polyme
which were found to undergo fast librations in the angu
range 5° – 15°.32 Furthermore, a recent investigation of th
reorientation of polymeric and low molecular-weight glas
formers by2H-NMR concluded that it is characterized by a
amplitude less than 10°.70

The larger contribution to 1/T1 of the librational motion
aboveTg is due to either the increase of the amplitude or
faster motion with respect to the glassy phase. The s
lattice relaxation data do not allow one to discriminate b
tween the two possibilities. However, a coupling of the fa
libration dynamics with the structural relaxation is hard
expected due to the wide time scale separation atTg . On this
basis we are more inclined to ascribe the shortening ofT1

aboveTg to the increased amplitude of the librations as
consequence of the cage opening. The conclusion ag
with recent NMR results on organic glass-formers.70 It is
also corroborated by the results of the next section wh
will show that, according to the ESE experiment, there is
coupling of the transverse relaxation timeT2 with the struc-
tural arrest occurring at the glass transition. The ESE exp
ment observes how the average orientation during the lib
tion changes in the time windowT2 .

C. Electron spin echo: Short-time reorientation

The decay of the ESE signal is virtually exponential
all temperatures under study. Figure 10 shows the resul
260 K. The temperature dependence of the transverse re
ation timeT2 is shown in Fig. 11. They did not depend o
either the spin probe concentration or the amplitude of
microwave field, ruling out the spin diffusion and the insta
taneous diffusion relaxation mechanisms.36 Furthermore, the
possible magnetization transfer due to the nuclear spin fl
should be negligible since it is expected thatT2,T1N .27,42

The temperature dependence ofT2 is not monotonous. On
cooling from room temperature,T2 first increases, then i
decreases by lowering the temperature below about 200
An analogous dependence has been found earlier for nit
ide spin probes in other systems.78,79 It was noted that at low

TABLE IV. Best-fit of the spin-lattice relaxation times of K-TEMPO in
PI-S10 at 295 K according to the confined-motion model withD i

lib50. The
experimental values areT1 x5T1 y57.560.7 ms, T1 z513.261.3 ms.

u0(deg) D'
lib(G s21) T1 x(ms) T1 y(ms) T1 z(ms)

8.7 3.3 6.3 6.9 13.2
14.5 1.84 6.3 6.9 13.3
14.5 50 6.3 6.9 13.3
20 1.91 6.3 6.9 13.2
20 175 6.3 6.9 13.2
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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temperaturesT2 is mainly affected by the thermally activate
rotation of the methyl groups in the nitroxide moiety whic
modulates the electron-nuclear dipolar interaction with
methyl-group protons. ForT.200 K the effect is average
out andT2 is set by the reorientation process of the sp
probe. One remarkable feature of the data shown in Fig. 1
that no anomaly is observed atTg . This proves that on the
time scaleT2'500 ns the reorientation of the spin probe
only weakly coupled to the structural relaxation.

According to the discussions in Secs. V A and V B, t
spin probe is not expected to undergo large-angle reorie
tions on the time scale ofT2 . We also note thatT2 exhibits
considerable anisotropy also at variance with the presenc
large-angle jumps@see Eq.~1!#. On this basis we fitted theT2

values at the investigated temperatures by using the m
detailed in Sec. III A. Only two parameters are adjustab
the diffusion coefficientsD i for rotations of K-TEMPO
around thez axis andD' for rotations around thex and y
axes~Fig. 5!. The results are listed in Table V. The agre
ment is rather satisfactory even ifT2 y is overestimated a
lower temperatures. We ascribe this to larger contributi
by the electron-nuclear dipolar interaction with the meth
group protons which are not accounted for by the model
the less effective orientation selection at they position com-
pared to thex andz position~see Fig. 2!. The best-fit values
fulfill the consistency requirement Eq.~16!. In fact, the an-
gular displacement of K-TEMPO duringT2 z , i.e., the longer
observation time of the ESE experiment, is small. From E

FIG. 10. The decay of the ESE signal of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 atBx , By ,
andBz at T5260 K. Timet is twice the spacingt between the first and the
second pulse.
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~19! and ~20! we get du53°, df53.3° at 260 K. These
angular displacements change the resonance fields less
0.1 mT atBx,y,z , i.e., less than the excitation bandwidth
the pulses. This means that virtually all the excited spins
refocused by the second pulse of the ESE sequence,
assumed by the model presented in Sec. III A.

The motion observed by ESE may be pictured as
slower reorientation of the average orientation of the s
probe while undergoing the fast libration motion that dom
natesT1 aboveTg . The above-noted results suggest that t
process may be conveniently described as anisotropic
diffusion when it covers angular ranges of about 3° – 4°. T
conclusion agrees with the results from cw-ESR that
probe is confined to angular displacementsu0 , f0,10° over
time intervals of about 50 ns. It is important to understand
this conclusion is robust or model-dependent. To this aim,
repeated the analysis of the ESE data to see whether the
to the model describing the motion as confined in a cone
width u0 ~see Sec. V B!. T2 is evaluated in the same spirit o
Sec. V B, i.e., according to the Redfield relaxation theo
The general expressions in terms of the spectral dens
Jl ,m(v) are well known and derived elsewhere.39 Particular
spectral densities for the case at hand are evaluated by
expressions of the rotational correlation functions given
Ref. 77. In the dynamical regime under investigation t
basic assumption of the Redfield theory, i.e.,T2 is much
longer than the rotational correlation times, is fulfilled.T2 i is
calculated by taking thei th axis as the cone axis. For sim
plicity reasons, the three adjustable parameters of the m
D'

W , D i , and u0 ~one more than the diffusion model! are

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the transverse relaxation timeT2 of
K-TEMPO in PI-S10. The dashed lines are guides for the eyes.
TABLE V. Comparison between the transverse relaxation timeT2 of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 and their best-fitT2

according to Eqs.~13!–~15! in terms ofD i andD' .

T ~K! T2 x(ns) T2 y(ns) T2 z(ns) T2 x(ns) T2 y(ns) T2 z(ns) D i(s21) D'(s21)

200 54061 45662 62163 540 696 621 1070 944
230 49161 50362 62463 492 617 624 1725 935
260 40661 46862 519610 387 479 519 3200 1350
295 27366 31563 424612 267 317 430 9600 1960
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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taken to be independent of the direction of the cone a
Since the parametersD'

W , D i have no explicit dependenc
on the confinement, we first try to adjust onlyu0 and take
D'

W , D i from the best-fit values of Table V. The agreeme
is poor, e.g., at 295 K the best fit is obtained foru055.0°
yielding T2 x5 211 ns,T2 y5278 ns,T2 z5560 ns. Adjusting
all three parameters leads to significant improvement
larger cone angles. Foru0513.5°, D'

W59.13105 s21, D i

58.23107 s21 the best-fit values areT2 x5272 ns, T2 y

5327 ns,T2 z5424 ns. The quality of the fit is comparab
to our model ~see Table V!. At 260 K the choiceu0

512.6°, D'
W59.13105 s21, D i51.43108 s21 yields the

best-fit values T2 x5408 ns, T2 y5475 ns, T2 z5516 ns
which are rather satisfactory~see Table V!. At both 295 and
260 K the best fit gives correlation times being shorter th
T2 . We did not carry out the analysis at lower temperatu
since the effect of the methyl group rotation becomes imp
tant.

The above-presented analysis shows that, in order t
the ESE data, the cone model needs relatively large c
anglesu0'13° and fast motion of the wobbling axis. The
dynamical features would lead to non-negligible narrow
effects in the cw ESR line shape. As there is no evidence
such broadening in the experimental cw EPR spectra,
may set an upper limitu0,10° at variance with the con
model~see Sec. V A!. However, we do not consider this as
conclusive argument to finally dismiss the cone model.

A firm decision for or against the cone model can
based on complementing the ESE experiment with other
periments. In fact, the additional information provided by t
SE experiment proves that the cone model is not consis
~see the next section!. This puts lower limits on the cage siz
which, on the basis of our ESE analysis in terms of
diffusion model, areu0 ,f0.3° at 260 K. This must be com
pared with the results from cw ESR (u0 ,f0,10°).

D. Stimulated echo: Long-time reorientation

For the present sample the SE experiment is feas
only belowTg where bothT2 andT1 are sufficiently long to
get good signal-to-noise ratio and provide limited contrib
tion to the decay time. Figure 12 shows the SE decay atBx ,
By , andBz observed when increasing the mixing timeTm at
230 K. The damping due to the spin-lattice relaxation h
been removed according to the procedure of Sec. IV.
decays are fitted by a weighted sum of two exponentials w
decay timestSE andTSE and weightswTSE

, wtSE
. The best-fit

results are listed in Table VI. We notice that the slow
component has larger weight and decay timesTSE which are
at least about one order of magnitude longer than the o
component.

The fast component is due to the initial decay of t
transverse magnetization on the time scale of aboutT2 ~Fig.
11!, which can be more easily characterized by the ESE
periment. In contrast to the time scale of the slow decay,
time scale is not well separated from the time required
building up the grating of the longitudinal magnetizatio
~Fig. 3! and therefore cannot be simply expressed by
physically intuitive correlation function given by Eq.~17!.
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To analyze the short-time regime of the SE decay, one wo
have to resort to a quantum-mechanical evaluation of
time evolution of the full density matrix including not onl
the mixing period of the SE sequence, as Eq.~17! does, but
also the evolution and the detection ones. While this wo
be possible in principle, it would be much more complicat
than our current approach and would provide only limit
new insight. In fact, the information which may be collect
by the SE fast decay is nothing but the one which is gathe
by the ESE experiment, the latter has a much better sig
to-noise ratio~the pulse sequence involves one pulse l
than the SE!, is easier to analyze, and the ESE-like fast co
ponent of the SE signal is almost three times at least
intense than the slow one. Furthermore, in the following
will be shown that the reorientation of the spin probe on
time scalesT2 and TSE (TSE/T2.10) has different charac
ters. This would require a more elaborate model of the ro
tional dynamics to describe the SE decay at both short
long time scales. In view of the above remarks we limit t
discussion to the slow component of the SE decay. It cov
time scales which are about two orders of magnitudes lon

FIG. 12. Top: the decay of the SE signal atBx , By , andBz by increasing
the mixing timeTm . T5230 K (tp5100 ns,t53tp). Bottom: comparison
between the SE signal atBx andBz and the best fit with a weighted sum o
two decaying exponentials. The inset shows the residuals. The best-fi
rameters are listed in Table VI.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE VI. Best-fit results of the stimulated-echo signal at the three canonical orientations according to a weighted sum of two decaying exponenwith
decay timestSE andTSE. The ratio of the weights of the two componentsr 5wTSE

/wtSE
is also listed.

T ~K! r x tSE x(ms) TSE x(ms) r y tSE y(ms) TSE y(ms) r z tSE z(ms) TSE z(ms)

180 2.360.2 2.060.2 1862 2.360.2 1.660.2 1861 2.960.2 1.760.2 4365
200 2.460.2 2.360.2 1862 2.460.2 2.360.2 1862 3.160.2 2.360.2 4362
230 2.460.2 1.860.2 1862 2.460.2 1.660.2 1862 3.160.2 1.760.2 4362
260 2.660.2 1.260.2 1462 2.660.2 1.360.2 1662 3.160.2 1.260.2 33.862
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than the ESE experiment. The decay is due to two differ
processes, the nuclear spin transitions and the spectral d
sion, i.e., the change of the resonance frequency follow
the reorientation of the spin probe. The fact that the sp
lattice relaxation times are still strongly anisotropic even
ter the initial 40-ms-long saturating pulse~Fig. 9! suggests
that the role played by the nuclear spin transitions is
dominant. This conclusion is corroborated by other obser
tions as well. Figure 13 shows the time-domain shape of b
the real and the imaginary parts of SE atBz . On increasing
the mixing time, the real part narrows and the imaginary p
increases. These effects cannot be explained in terms o
nuclear spin transitions. Instead, they suggest that the
probe undergoes small-angle reorientation on time sc
comparable to 10ms. This motion on one side broadens t

FIG. 13. The real and the imaginary parts of the stimulated echo atBz for
two different mixing timesTm (T5230 K,tp5100 ns,t53tp).
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frequency distribution of the excited spin probes and on
other side makes it more asymmetric due to the initial ex
tation at one of the extrema of the overall distribution.

To assess the role of the nuclear-spins transitions,
also studied how the SE decay time depends on the num
of lobes of the grating pattern which is roughly given b
2t/tp11 ~see Fig. 3!. Figure 14 shows that the decay tim
shortens with an increasing number of lobes. If the nucl
spin flips drive the SE relaxation, no dependence of the
cay time on the ratiot/tp is expected. In contrast, a deca
due to small-angle reorientation becomes more effectiv
the grating is finer@Eq. ~17!#.

The above-mentioned findings lead to the conclus
that SE decay is mainly driven by the spectral diffusion a
in a preliminary way that the latter results from small-ang
reorientation at long time scales. Before we discuss the la
issue, we turn our attention to the additional informati
which may be drawn from the SE experiment on shorter ti
scales which were investigated by SR and ESE.

The signal-to-noise ratio of SE is rather poor at 290
This is consistent with SR results pointing out that at 290
the fast librations of the spin probe cover a range of ab
10° suffices to make SE vanishingly small~see Sec. III B!.
Obviously, also other reorientation processes may damp
SE amplitude effectively.

The analysis of the ESE signal was carried out in ter
of two models, the usual anisotropic diffusion model and
cone model, describing the confined reorientation in a c
of width u0 ~Sec. V C!. Both models fit the ESE data in spit

FIG. 14. The dependence of the decay time of the stimulated echo atBx ,
By , andBz on the spacing between the first and the second pulset at 230 K,
tp5100 ns.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of the rather different pictures of the reorientation.
The results of the SE experiment, however, are not c

sistent with the cone model. The conclusion is reached
considering the evolution period of the SE sequence, i.e.,
lapse of time between the first and the second pulse. It co
a time interval which is about three times less thanT2 . Then,
any dynamical model to fit the ESE data must account for
reorientation during the evolution period as well. The co
model provides the best fits ofT2 with u0'13° and diffusion
coefficients D'

W'106 s21. Accordingly, the spin probe
would take a few nanoseconds to span the angular rang
few degrees@see Eq.~20!#. Since the evolution period is
longer than 100 ns this process would prevent the buildu
the population grating. Consequently, the SE signal wo
have very small amplitude and decay timesTSE about four
orders-of-magnitude faster than the experimental values~see
Fig. 15!. The usual diffusion model~with one adjustable pa
rameter less than the cone model! does not suffer the sam
flaw. The best-fit values of the diffusion coefficients a
three-to-five orders of magnitude smaller than that of
cone model~see Table V!. After the longest evolution period
t5300 ns of the SE sequence, i.e., the spacing between
first and the second pulse, the angular displacement is
than 2° at 260 K and even smaller at the lowest tempe
tures. Proper MC simulations based on the model of S
III B prove that such small angular displacements do not p
vent the grating formation~Fig. 3!.

In the following, we discuss if the reorientation proce
observed on the time scaleT2'500 ns and described by th
diffusion model also accounts for the SE decay which is o
to two orders of magnitude longer.

In Fig. 15 the temperature dependence of the decay t
TSE is plotted. It is noted that it is rather weak belowTg .
This is different from what is observed on the shorter tim
scale of T2 ~Fig. 11!. We also note that the reorientatio
process has some uniaxial feature, in thatTx

SE>Ty
SE,Tz

SE.
The different temperature behavior ofT2 and TSE sug-

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of the decay time of the stimulated
TSE for K-TEMPO in PI-S10 (t53tp). The dashed lines are guides for th
eyes.tp5100 ns.
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gests that the reorientation process detected by the ESE
periment is not responsible for the much slower SE de
which is observed on increasingTm . In fact, if K-TEMPO
reorients as it is observed by ESE, it takes about 1 and 2ms
at 260 and 200 K, respectively, to achieve angular displa
mentsdu anddf as large as 4°@see Eqs.~19!, ~20! and Table
V#. Such changes are large enough to damp the SE d
~see Sec. III B!. Then, one estimatesTSE>2 ms which is
fairly shorter than the actual values~Fig. 15!. We conclude
that on the short time scaleT2,1 ms the reorientation pro-
cess spans small angular regions (du>df>3° at 260 K!
and is faster than the one observed at longer time sc
TSE.10 ms.

We ascribe this to the increasing constraints acting
the spin probe during its long-time reorientation. In fact, t
spin probe rotation occurs in the presence of proper re
rangements of the surroundings.29 At low temperatures, there
is a large number of independent but localized rearrang
regions, and rearrangements in each region involve on
small ~of order unity! subset of particles.80,81 This implies
that in the short-time regime, which is sensed by the E
experiment, only low energy barriers are overcome.
longer times, rearrangements occur only if the involved, m
tually independent, rearranging regions fulfill certain co
figurational constraints. This feature is usually described
terms of proper entropic barriers.80–82 Below Tg the subse-
quent long-time motion is slow and temperatur
independent. The above-presented picture provides a co
tent combined interpretation of the results drawn by the E
and SE experiments.

We now analyze the reorientation as observed by the
experiment in terms of our MC model~Sec. III B!.

The fit of the SE decay timesTSE by the MC model has
four adjustable parameters,Du, Df, tu , tf , i.e., the jump
sizes and the the waiting-times between jumps. The SE
cays are anisotropic,TSE x>TSE y,TSE z . According to the
discussion of Sec. III B, it implies thatDf is small (Df
,10°) andtu.tf . When adjusting the four parameters
the MC model to fit the three SE decay-times values
unique set of best-fit values is not found. The issue dese
a careful discussion.

The results of Sec. III B prove that SE is largely affect
by the occurrence of even a singleu jump irrespective of its
size. This means thatTSE is set by the probability that at leas
one jump occurs during the lapse of timeTSE. The latter is
controlled by the magnitude oftu . Henceforth,TSE is not
very sensitive to the magnitude ofDu.

To characterize the set of the best-fit tripl
$Df,tf ,tu%, at first one setstu→` in the MC runs. This
corresponds to a dynamic regime with no appreciableu
changes within the observation timeTSE. The best-fit results
are listed in Table VII. It is seen that changing the tempe
ture requires the adjustment oftf only. This is expected in
glassy environments where, on changing the temperat
only the time scales of the dynamics are changed with alm
no structural changes.

The best-fit triples withDuÞ0, or equivalently finitetu

values, are found by trial and error. Initial guesses are p
vided by Eq. ~23!. One notes thatTSE x,yuDu50>tf ~see

ho
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 26 No
TABLE VII. Comparison between the stimulated-echo decay timeTSE of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 and the best-fi
TSE from the Monte Carlo simulations.tu→`. tp5100 ns,t53tp .

T ~K! TSE x(ms) TSE y(ms) TSE z(ms) TSE x(ms) TSE y(ms) TSE z(ms) Df~deg! tf(ms)

180 1862 1861 4365 18 19 43 7.7 19.4
200 1862 1862 4362 18 19 43 7.7 19.4
230 1862 1862 4362 19 20 44.9 7.7 20.7
260 1462 1662 33.862 14.3 15.8 33.5 7.7 15.3
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Table I! andTSE zuDu505tf f (Df), while f (Df) is numeri-
cally known from the MC results. Replacing these relatio
into Eq. ~23! with the guessesT̃SE x,y>(TSE x1TSE y)/2 and
T̃SE z>TSE z allows one to relatetf andtu to Df. If needed,
additional MC runs refine the guesses to get the best-fit
ues. Figure 16 plots the guesses for the SE data
T5260 K. The situation for the other temperatures
quite similar. The effectiveness of the above-noted p
cedure is appreciated by comparing:~i! the best-fit results a
T5260 K in Table VII with the guesses ofDf andtf when
tu diverges in Fig. 16,~ii ! the limit values oftf and tu in
Fig. 16 whenDf vanishes with the expected values given
Eq. ~25!. As a matter of fact, the guesses provided by
above-noted scheme are found to be rather close to the
fit results provided by the MC model. This is not surprisi
in view of the effectiveness of Eq.~23! pointed out in
Sec. III B.

Figure 16 captures the basic features of the long-t
reorientation of K-TEMPO which hold at lower temper
tures, too. On average,f jumps have amplitudeDf,8°
with average waiting timetf'TSE x,y>TSE x,y . The ampli-
tude of u jumps is unknown, they are slower thanf jumps
with average waiting timetu , which is longer thanTSE z

>TSE z .
By using Eq.~19! we may give an upper bound of th

long-time diffusion coefficient of thef angle, D i
SE from

Table VII. In fact, the table assumestu→` and, if the latter

FIG. 16. Initial guessestu andtf plotted as functions ofDf for the best fit
of the SE decay times of K-TEMPO in PI-S10 at 260 K. The guesses
derived according to the procedure detailed in Sec. V D. The dashed ve
line marks theDf value wheretu diverges.
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is finite, the data are consistent with slowerf reorientation
~see Fig. 16!. One findsD i

SE 590 s21 at 260 K and 465 s21

at 180 K. A comparison with the corresponding quantity d
scribing the reorientation of thef angle on the shorterT2

time scale~Table V! shows that the latter is faster. Th
points to the conclusion that the reorientation process of
spin probe, as detected by SE, is slower than the one dete
by ESE on shorter time scales.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the reorientation of a spin pro
strongly localized close to the ionic clusters of an ionom
by continuous wave and pulsed high-field ESR. The inve
gation profited from the excellent orientation resolution
high-field ESR and covered the dynamic range from the
cosecond up to the microsecond time scale in the glass t
sition region of the polymer (0.64,T/Tg,1.05). Simple re-
lations were found between the parameters of an anisotr
diffusion model, on the one hand, and the transverse re
ation time T2 as well as the decay time of the stimulate
echo, on the other hand, by restricting analysis to the can
cal orientations.

The analysis of the cw-ESR line shape shows that
changes of thef andu angles describing the orientation o
the spin probe are smaller thanf0>u0>10° for correlation
times of about 50 ns. Large-angle reorientation can oc
only with much longer correlation times.

The SR experiment provides information on the spin l
tice relaxation timeT1 , which is sensitive to the very fas
dynamics occurring at frequencies close to the Larmor
quencyn0594 GHz. In the glassy regime,T1 is dominated
by intramolecular Raman processes whereas aboveTg a new
regime is observed, which is ascribed to the fast libration
the spin probe in the wider cage where it is hosted.70 At
T/Tg51.05 the analysis yields libration angles in the ran
8.7° – 10°. Larger libration angles would lead to apprecia
motional narrowing of the cw ESR line shape at varian
with the experimental findings.

The reorientation at short time scales has been inve
gated by ESE which has observation times aboutT2

>500 ns. To interpret the results, an analytical model
been developed which profits from the small angular ran
spanned by the spin probe duringT2 . The available ESE
data are unable to discriminate between quite different re
entation models. By complementing these data with d
from the SE experiment, it was found that consistent res
are obtained only by using the rotational diffusion mod
This implies that no remarkable trapping effect occurs wh
the spin probe motion spans 3° – 4° angular ranges. In

re
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investigated temperature range the diffusion coefficients
in the range 103– 104 s21. Crossing the glass transition tem
perature does not lead to any observable effect. On theT2

time scale, the reorientation of the spin probe is thus in
preted as due to local rearrangements of the cage with
coupling to the structural relaxation.

At longer time scales the reorientation has been inve
gated by SE whose observation time is aboutTSE>10
240 ms. On this time scaleTSE and the reorientation do no
exhibit appreciable temperature dependence below the g
transition temperature. This has been explained by the
creasing constraints acting on the spin probe during its lo
time reorientation. The experimental results have been c
pared to Monte Carlo simulations describing the rand
motion of the orientation~f,u! in terms of jump dynamics
On average,f jumps have amplitudeDf,8° with average
waiting timetf'TSE x,y . The amplitude ofu jumps remains
unknown, they are slower thanf jumps with an average
waiting time which is longer thanTSE z . Upper bounds of the
long-time diffusion coefficient of thef angle, D i

SE, are
590 s21 at 260 K and 465 s21 at 180 K, i.e., fairly less than
the corresponding quantities measured by ESE.

The present study clearly shows that a hierarchy of
namic processes exists. The spin probe undergoes fas
tramolecular librations on the time scale of a few picos
onds, experiences the local rearrangement of the cage o
time scale of about hundreds of nanoseconds, and perfo
cooperative reorientation over time scales comparable t
longer than several microseconds in the glass transition
gion.
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APPENDIX A: EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS

The explicit expression of the coefficients in the expa
sions~10!, ~11!, and~12! are derived by Eqs.~3! and~4! and
read as

f 0 x5
1

3 H gx81
M

2Axgx
2 @2~Az

22Ax
2!gz

22~Ay
22Ax

2!gy
2#J ,

~A1!

f 0 y5
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3 H gy81
M

2Aygy
2 @2~Az
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2!gx
2#J ,

~A2!
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3 H gz81
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2Azgz
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21~Az
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2#J
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22(gx
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hx5
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2

2Az

gy
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gz
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with g i95mBB(gx
22gy

2)/2gi . In the limit of smallg anisot-
ropy the above-given results reduce to the compact fo
( i 5x,y,z):

f 0 i5
1

3 H @2gz2~gx1gy!#mBB1
2Az

22~Ax
21Ay

2!

2Ai
M J ,

~A7!

h i5
1

f 0 i
H ~gx2gy!mBB1

Ax
22Ay

2

2Ai
M J . ~A8!

APPENDIX B: TRANSVERSE RELAXATION TIMES

We first evaluateT2 x . The first pulse of the ESE se
quence selects molecules resonating atv(u,f)5vx1dvx

@Eq. ~10!#. vx corresponds to the orientationu05p/2, f0

50. By replacing y5r(V,t)Asinu and Fourier-
transforming, Eq.~8! reduces to (i 2521):

H D'

]2

]u2 1 i
hx23

2
f 0 xdu21D i

]2

]f2 1 ihxf 0 xdf2

1
D'

2
1 i ~v2vx!J ŷ52 iAsinu. ~B1!

Equation~B1! is solved by separating the variablesu andf.
Then, we have to solve the equations of motion of two u
coupled one-dimensional harmonic oscillators. The real p
of the sum of the two lowest eigenvalues yieldsT2 x

21 , Eq.
~13!. Equation~14! for T2 y is derived in an analogous way

Now we turn to the evaluation ofT2 z
21 . The first pulse

selects molecules resonating atv(u,f)5vz1dvz @Eq.
~12!#. vz corresponds to the orientationu050. The explicit
expression of the diffusion operatorG in Eq. ~8! includes a
term

F D'

sin2 u
1~D i2D'!G ]2

]f2 .

It is safe to assume the inequality sin2 u!D' /uDi2D'u. In
fact, usually 0.1,D i /D',10 requiringu!20°. The typical
angular range spanned in the present study during the re
ation timeT2 z

21 is less than 4°. As a consequence, Eq.~8!
takes the form

H D'F 1

u2

]2

]f2 1
1

u

]

]u
1

]2

]u2G2 i
hz cos 2f23

2
f 0 zdu2

1 i ~v2vz!J ŷ52 i , ~B2!

we replaceu5u cosf, v5u sinf, and Eq.~B2! becomes

H FD'

]2

]u2 1 i
32h

2
f 0 zu

2G1FD'

]2

]v2 1 i
31h

2
f 0 zv

2G
1 i ~v2vz!J ŷ52 i . ~B3!
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By separating the variablesu and v, we again obtain the
equations of motion of two uncoupled one-dimensional h
monic oscillators. The real part of the sum of the two low
eigenvalues yieldsT2 z

21 , Eq. ~15!.
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